
Chapter 18 - Flying Fiery Serpents 
 

In 2010 one of my European listeners, Alexander Beatus, a 
Swedish linguist knowing about my keen interest in extra-
biblical manuscripts, sent to me an English translation of the 
Thracian Book of Atam and Eua. He for several years, had 
been working on the rendition of this text as it came to light 
in his native country, Bulgaria, because of the decrypted 
work of two brothers, Dr. Stephen Guide and Bishop 
Tsevatan Guide. In 2006, they released through the Institute 
for Transcendent Science a four-book series entitled The 
Thracian Script Decoded .  
 
In these books they reveal the process of how they were able 
to decode the Thracian language from sets of very ancient 
artifacts from Gradeshnitsa and other places. These relics 
have been dated by archaeologist to between 7,000-5,500 
BC. Decoding what was once thought of as only decorative 
motifs, they were able to recognize the Thracian script as 
original source for what later became the Egyptian 
hieroglyphic pictographic writing system. The Guide 
brothers comprehending an intimate relationship between the 
two writing systems were then able to interpret the etchings 
carved upon the olden Thracian treasure caches. Many of 
which precede the Sumerian archeological discoveries and 
cuneiform writings thought to be the oldest in the world, by 
1,500 to 2,000 years.  
 
Restored for modern contemplation, what were thought to be 
only artistic patterns and random design have since been 
proven by the brothers to be time-worn pictographic 
language, now translated can be contemporarily read in 
decryption. 



reintroduced to knowledge sharing the olden beliefs of the 
first post-flood empire to rule over the ancient European, 
Middle Eastern, and Asian continents following what was the 
re-peopling of the world after the 
day.  

 
This is a discovery about the dawn of human 
civilization. It goes back to a historical period called 
the Eneolithic (Chalcolithic) Era. It reflects the story 
of the oldest civilization known in Europe, called by 
th
represents a sensational discovery about the oldest 
known inhabitants of Ancient Europe, whose ethnic 
name has come to us through the classical ancient 
writers such as Homer, Herodotus, Pythagoras, 
Plutarch, and many others. It tells us the story of the 
rediscovery of Ancient Thrace and the people who 

 
 

Our modern understanding of history shifts and 
changes faster than ever these days with the advent of 
the Internet communications era. The reason is 
apparent  unprecedented free and unhampered access 
to multiple global information streams, allowing the 
broadest ever data harvesting and source analysis. 
Such unique new possibilities are especially relevant 
to the researching of the most ancient history of the 
world, since access to the most ancient and unique 
document sources of the past, had also been the hardest 



to get in previous years, for multiple reasons of various 
nature. 

 
This discovery redefines what most archaeologists and 

-  
(named so to denote a period of time lacking yet a 

artifacts from this time-period, making it now 

-
-

omes 
quite clear that the people who inscribed them, were 

-
many so-
but demonstrated highly sophisticated levels of 

- THE 
OLDEST WRITING IN THE WORLD HAS BEEN 
DECODED 

 
Known to be part of the children of Noah, the Thracian 
peoples are in the table of nations descended from 
youngest son, Tiras. After the release of The Thracian Script 
Decoded Series, Stephen and Tsevatan Guide published in 
Bulgarian a compilation of ancient Boharic (Bulgarian) oral 
and written traditions called the Thracian Chronicles. 
Unfortunately, these manuscripts which include 1) The Book 
of Atam (or the Cosmogony of the First Man by SitArih) 
Corpus Genesis Mundi - Liber Adam et Eva id est Atam, 2) 
The Book of Navi (or the Chronicles of Habrozalmox) 



Corpus Regura Thracae - Liber Regum Primus et Secundus 
id est Nawi, 3) The Book of Arih (The Chronicles of Aviyla, 
the faithful Shepherd, written for Telarih), 4) Corpus Regum 
Thracae  Liber Regum Tertius id est Arih, 5) The Book of 
Geti/Getica (The Origin and Deeds of the Getae - by 
Jordanes) Corpus Regum Thracae - Liber Getica Jordani sive 
De Origine Actibusque Getarum id est Getae, 6) The Book 
of Longinus (Chronicles of Longinus) Corpus Apostolicum - 
Chronici Longini id est Longinus, 7) Acts of Apostle Andrew 
(The Testimony of Maximilla) Corpus Apostolicum  
Testimonium Maximillae id est actuum Andreae Apostoli, 
and 8) Acts of the Apostles (Chronicles of Apostle Luke) 
Corpus Apostolicum Liber Actuum Apostolorum, are only 
available in Bulgarian. However, the 700+ pages of this 
collection are currently being translated into English by the 
bishops, scribes, and scholars of the Modern Thracian 
Church for greater dissemination. Yahuah willing, these 
interpretations will be completed sooner than later and be 
that much quicker made available for public scrutiny. Should 
you feel lead to assist in the funding of this translation work, 
one can donate directly to the process by visiting this link:  

 
http://thethracianchurch.com/donations-account/?lang=en 

 
As one will come to learn, amazingly, the Thracian teachings 
pre-date what are currently thought by historians to be the 
oldest writings of the post-flood culture and civilization 
known to humankind, the Sumerian cuneiform clay tablets. 
The Thracian collections nullify such worldview and track 
back to King Sitarih (i.e., Sitalkes/Sitalk), who reigned over 
Thrace during 431-424 BC. The teachings he was in 
possession are believed to dating back to the Thracian high 
priest Orphei I, who dug them out of the earth sometime 
between 7000 to 5500 BC as dated by archaeologists.



The Tablet from Gradeshnitsa, found in the land of 
Ancient Thrace, predates similar artifacts found in 
Egypt by at least two millennia. Apparently, this 
particular type of Hieroglyphic Script had originated 
and was first used in Ancient Thrace, and it was later 
transferred and introduced in Ancient Egypt. 
 
The Early-Thracian version of this Hieroglyphic 
Script was evidently used quite sparingly  
predominantly as the Sacred Language of the Initiated 

ever reached the levels of wide spread utilization, 
which it found thousands of years later in its Late-
Egyptian version.  
  
The hieroglyphic text upon the Tablet from 
Gradeshnitsa (as transcribed in Exhibit D) can be read 
in the right-to-left direction and its translation 
(following the well-established rules for translating 
Egyptian hieroglyphic writing) has the following or 
similar meaning, verse by verse: 

 

  

The Three-One God (Trinity, or 
gods) encompasses (dwells in) 
Thrace, or O God, who are 
dwelling in the territory of 
Thrace  
I witness to the truth, I give 
offerings to the great Son of God, 
or I promise to give offerings to 
the great Son of God 

I glorify the Great God, or and I 
will praise you, O Great God



 

The Temple of God is a great 
fortress and a secret defended 
place, or O God, who are in your 
temple, be my fortress and 
defend me (deliver me from the 
enemy)! 

Or if we are to put the above text into the everyday lingo of 
our modern time, it would sound something like this: 

 
(1) O Three-One God of the land of Thrace, 

(2) I vow in Truth to bring you all due offerings, O 
great Son of God, 

(3) And only you (shall) I praise (and exalt), O my 
God (for you are) great! 

(4) You who are now in your temple, (I pray, hear 
me), keep me safe and deliver me (from all evil)! 

More detailed information about the Gradeshnitsa 
Plate and its reading is, of course, found in the First 
Book of this series  The Thracian Script Decoded - I, 
where a more thorough analysis of the text of the 
Votive Plate and its meaning was introduced. 

 
A unique fact about the Gradeshnitsa Plate, which was 
not mentioned in Book I, but become apparent with 
Book II, however, deserves some special attention, as 
it brings further curiosity into the meaning of its 
textual contents, especially the last row of pictograms 
that contain the hieroglyphic sign meaning 



respectively: (missing image) 
 (missing image) which in 

ronounced as 

preserved in the Boharic Coptic Egyptian dialect used 
in the Christian Liturgy to this very day!  
 
For the English speaking readers this may not ring 
immediately any bell, but on the Balkans the word 

of the name of the Legendary ORPHEUS who was the 
Thracian Patriarch equal to what Moses was to the 
Jews, and several independent of each other ancient 
traditions attribute to him the foundation of both the 
ancient Dyonisian Religion and the Orphic Mysteries, 
as well as the essentials of all ancient Temple-worship, 
Temple-music and Temple-ritual, that have influenced 
all religious practices from his time to this very day! 
No wonder his own personal name became so closely 
related to the ancient concepts of Temple and Temple 
Practices that it became synonymous with the ancient 

the Boharic North-Egyptian dialect which must have 
been most closely influenced by the Thracian 
dynasties, who had ruled in the Delta region, as was 
explained in Book I of this series. 

 
Since the Votive Plate from Gradeshnitsa is the first 
ancient document, ever mentioning a Covenant with 
God dating from as early as around 5000 BCE, and 
since the name of the Temple here is pictographically 
transcribed as ORPHEUS, 



two interesting conclusions may be drawn from the 
above: 

 
The legendary Patriarch of the Thracians  Orpheus  
may have actually lived around the time the Tablet 
from Gradeshnitsa was made, and may have been just 
like his later counterpart among the Jews  Moses-the 
Mediator of the Ancient Covenant between God and 
His People ( in our case the Thracians)! This qualifies 
the later Greek myths about Orpheus as a much later 
corrupted version of the real biography of the First 
Orpheus, or maybe even a reflection of a biography of 
a different much later descendent of the Patriarch of 
Thrace bearing the same honorable name as his Great 
Forefather, j
today bear the name of the legendary Patriarch of the 
Jewish nation  the First Moses! 
  
Since the Votive Tablet from Gradeshnitsa has the 
form of a Legal Contract, i.e. Covenant between God 
and Man, as was analyzed in greater detail in Book I 
of our series The Thracian Script Decoded, and since 
the name of ORPHEUS is pictographically 

signature of the Ancient Patriarch, this could be 
rightfully viewed as the Tablet of the Orphic or rather 
Orpheic Covenant between God and the Thracian 
people, similarly to the much later version of the Two 
Tablets of the Mosaic Covenant between God and the 
Jewish people.

The tablets from Gradeshnitsa and Karanovo, 
however, are definitely not the only existing artifacts 



of that nature found on the territory of Ancient Thrace! 
There are a number of other similar tablets 
(plates) well known to archaeologists, which date 
from relatively the same historical period (of 5000 to 
4000 BCE) and were found within the borders of the 
same extended geographical region. Without going 
into all the technical archaeological details of such 
finds in this predominantly linguistic research work, it 
will suffice for us to state, that our analysis 
conclusively demonstrates, that the tablets found to the 
north of Gradeshnitsa (Bulgaria) -in the region of 
Tartaria (modern day Romania), display pictograms of 
the same Thracian pictographic script, identical to the 
one already decoded by using the Guide Method, upon 
the Tablets from Gradeshnitsa and Karanovo 
(Bulgaria). - THE OLDEST WRITING IN THE 
WORLD HAS BEEN DECODED 

 
Metaphorically connected to the legendary Golden fleece 
sought after by generations of adventurers including Jason 
and the Argonauts, Orphei called Orpheus by the later 
Grecian cultures and mythologies, is in 
the Book of Navi led by the Word of the Lord to an ancient 
chamber which submerged deep within the earth, was part of 
a system of vaults utilized by the ancients for preserving 
these time-worn manuscripts. Protected by Yahuah over ages 
of time and cataclysm, it is believed that the ancestors of 
Orphei had placed these scrolls carefully into these clay jars 
for later rediscovery as it was prophetically foretold that such 
occurrence would take place. I will elaborate upon this story 
in the last chapter of this book and also published for the first 
time portions of the Book of Navi into English. The chapters 
that I will highlight, I believe to be critical to the premise of 
this book. I would like to thank the bishops, scholars, and 



linguists at the modern Thracian church in Sofia Bulgaria for 
their blessings in this endeavor. Know that I consider a great 
honor and privilege to have been tasked with sharing these 
revelations with the world.  

Like the Torah, the Thracian Chronicles maintain the time 
worn traditions, directives, and instructions of Yahuah, as 
they have been passed down through the triune Godhead to 
the patriarchs, matriarchs, and scribes which initiated into the 
order of the ancients represented in their time the 
Melchizedek priesthood. Knowing the end from the 
beginning they would collectively gather the family to share 
the wisdom of the lessons learned by them throughout their 
lives. These teachings were then passed on through the 
generations as the Testaments of the patriarchs and the 
Prophets. The legacy of these instructions later became the 
foundation for the Torah (written law) restored to Mosheh 
during the Exodus. What few understand is that the 
foundational teachings of justice, truth, and the rule of law 
which later became the Torah, actually established the order 
of the olden Tartarian and Thracian Empires. It was the 
commandments of Yah which were later accepted as the 
same foundational precepts which first set-up the republics 
of the later Grecian, Athenian, Roman, and Latin 
civilizations that stemmed from them. And while the world 
has been led to believe that the tenets of Christianity as faith, 
doctrine, and way of being; originate from the stories, beliefs, 
and ideologies of the pagan Sumerian, Egyptian, and 
Mithraic  mythologies and that the biblical narrative is 
simply an offshoot of the cuneiform or hieroglyphic material, 
the work of the Guide brothers in the 4 book series the 
Thracian Script Decoded, has in fact, verified the opposite to 
be true.


